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'/ X HE problem of light presents itself to every

^f resident of a great city ; with the increas-

ing value of space and the constant crowd-

ing of buildings upon each other, the natural

tjt source of light has been shut off in one direction

after another until there are few places in which

the natural light is adequate, and, until in many

places artificial illumination in the daytime is a

practical necessity.

There is little use to enlarge upon the

disadvantages of this general and still growing

condition. Clerical work is done with increased

effort, ruined eyes, and liability to mistake. Colors

are incorrectly represented. Dining-rooms (which should be the

most cheerful) are the gloomiest in the house. Offices that open

upon courts, command comparatively small rents ; basements and

out of the way places being of apparent little value are unlighted

or, at most, only sufficiently for the barest necessities, etc., etc.

For this condition of affairs, there seems to have been offered

to the public no means of relief except the unhealthy and expen-

sive methods of lighting by gas or electricit}'.

And yet—we have everywhere during business hours, the

greatest, healthiest, cleanest, purest, cheapest illumination—and

that is Daylight.

To utilize this and to project it into otherwise dark interiors

is the purpose of Daylight Prisms.

Daylight Prisms are glass plates formed of a peculiar combi-

nation of prisms and lenses by means of which Daylight from the



>

sky is caught, then deflected from its original direction, and ther

projected and diffused into stores, halls, rooms or basements.

The inconvenience of artificial light, with its strain on thi

eyes and nerves can be done away with. Accuracy of performance,

impOMible with artificial illumination can he obtained

Tile unhealthfulness and danger of gas and electricity car

be obviated The space that was waste, can be made into incomi

paying property, and the monthly light hills can be cut down 01

.' Unstallation and (prices .'
.

The product is essentially a scientific one and to give tin

beat results of which the prisms are capable, it is m

one of out engineers should view the premises and surrounding

conditions and decide upon the Style and number of prisms to In

Ued and the result which can hi' obtained.

As the conditions of installation n t is impos

siblc foi ns i.. mak< prices without knowing the specific condition'

of eacfa place, but we should be pleased to send a representative

promptly upon request, to give full information and to promptlj

timate.

Where this he not practicable we should he very glad u

correspond on the subject.

An inquiry into the subject, if onlj from a scientific stand

point should prove interesting to everyone and a visit to oui

exhibit where the practical working of the irlass is shown undei

several different conditions, we feel confident would justify tlu

time Spent in the examination.



H. O. HURLBURT & SONS,



Collections,

k. J. & L. J. BAMBERGER,

Jelphia, ra., June 4th, (898.
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Established 1868.

JAMES W. COOKE & CO.,

Daylight Prism Co., of Penua.,
Philadelphia, Pa., June 25th, ,898.
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I HILE the utilitarian, economic and scientific conditions of prismatic
glass have been brought to the highest point of perfection and
efficiency under our system ; still we have realized that in order

to undertake the highest art as well as the ordinary class of work, that the
artistic conditions should receive equal consideration with the practical
conditions.

Complaints have been made many times that in some cases the ordi-
nary little square plates of prismatic glass glazed together were crude and
unsightly, and that they defaced the building front, and consequently their
field was to a certain extent limited.

In order to bring our complete system to the highest standard, after
the expenditure of a large amount of time, experiments and money, we
now introduce the following innovations, of which we were the originators,
all of which are for the first time offered on the market, and, infringements
of each, any or all of our rights on which we shall vigorously prosecute.
Prismatic glass rolled into large sheets or windows, integral, with no me-

>r opaque surfaces— loo per cent, effici

. glazed and mounted to order from architi s special

,

glazed s itol i 1 of o

tallic glaz

Prismatic glass o
designs.

Prismatic glass c

Prismatic glass in all colors, by the use of which, properly designed, indes-
cribably beautiful effects can be produced.

Prismatic glass canopies extending at such a slight angle from the vertical
that they do not shade other canopies immediately below.

The above improvements, as well as many others that we have origi-
nated, in the art of lighting by prismatic glass so increase and vary the field
to which it may be applied as to make the opportunities for its use almost
unlimited.
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itage. Chief Engineer.

THE G1RARD IXS. ANXIITY & TRUST CO.,

Jaylight Prism Co. of F

delphia, Pa., June 14th, 1

h they project from the building does not in

I can say we are eminently satisfied with your work.

3. Lewis. Genera! Mgr

,-light Prism Co. of Pent

General Offices, Betz Building.

Philadelphia, Pa.. August 2yth. 1S9S.

Dear Sirs :-The Daylight Prisms which you furnished for the purpose of lighting
rear offices, the light from which was obtained from an eleven story well, have proved very

time in these rooms. Other methods of introducing day-light into these rooms
proved unauccestlul.
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The Pioneer Corporation.

UNITED STATES PLATE GLASS INSURANCE CO.,



liladelphia, Pa.

most satisfactory, the differ, nee in the light heiny -

ugh the cellar at a distance of 2«I0 feet. Before a.



• HARTNETT & BROS.,

Philadelphia, 1 :, Sept
The Daylight Prism Co., of Penua.,

12S South Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Gentlemen:—The Daylight Prisms which you installed in our rear building a short

time ago are giving perfect satisfaction. We are more than pleased with them. Up to the

time we installed your Prisms, we were compelled to use gas during the entire day,

burning in the neighborhood of 46 jets. At the present time we are using very little gas

J* J* J

J. YETTERI.EIN &

le Daylight Prism Co., of Pi

mall area we did not think it possible to throw light i

aylight Prisms a trial, we found it very satisfactory.
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